Webinars for Croatian research community

Select the best available journal for your manuscript

"Where to submit my paper?"
Every researcher knows this question very well. Join us for this webinar and we will help you answer this one same as furthermore.

• What is the most impactful journal in my field?
• Is there Open Access equivalent available?
• Where could I expect better visibility of my paper?

We are going to introduce you Clarivate solutions, which might make this task simpler. Obtain the most efficient workflows, tips and tricks directly from our solution specialists.

Wednesday 18th November – 10.00 CET - Zagreb

Power your research with Web of Science

Web of Science is unique bibliographic database that provides you with the most impactful published same as nonpublished research back to 1864. WoS might support your research in following ways:

• Discover hidden relevant papers for your own research field through citation network
• Identify core content for your research field, identify Key opinion leaders in your field, potential collaborators, e.g.

Join our webinar and find out all exciting enhancements, which took place in Web of Science during past year and learn useful tips and tricks and make your WoS searches more efficient.

• find the most appropriate articles for your research
• shorten your way to full text
• improve visibility of your own research using WoS Author Profiles

Tuesday 24th November – 13.00 CET - Zagreb

Registration

Are you interested in particular topic? Share your suggestion using registration form or e-mail host.
Host: Josef Jilek – josef.jilek@Clarivate.com
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